
MODERNISM, IRELAND AND
THE EROTICS OF MEMORY

In Modernism, Ireland and the Erotics of Memory, Nicholas Miller re-
examines memory and its role in modern Irish culture. Arguing
that a continuous renegotiation of memory is characteristic of Irish
modernist writing, Miller investigates a series of case-studies in
modern Irish historical imagination. He reassesses Ireland’s self-
construction through external or “foreign” discourses such as the
cinema, and proposes new readings of Yeats and Joyce as “counter-
memorialists.” Combining theoretical and historical approaches,
Miller shows how the modernist handling of history transforms
both memory and the story of the past by highlighting readers’
investments in histories that are produced, specifically and con-
cretely, through local acts of reading. This original study will attract
scholars of modernism, Irish studies, film, and literary theory.

  is Assistant Professor of English at Loyola Col-
lege in Maryland. His scholarship on Joyce has appeared in the
James Joyce Quarterly. This is his first book.
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For my wife, Alyssa

In dreams begins responsibility.
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